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When using pearl pigments with epoxy resin, here are some �ps to help you achieve desirable 
results: 

1. Choose high-quality pigments: Select pearl pigments specifically designed for epoxy resin
applica�ons. High-quality pigments ensure beter colour stability, light reflec�on, and compa�bility
with the resin.

2. Mix pigments thoroughly: Prior to adding pearl pigments to epoxy resin, make sure to mix them

thoroughly to disperse any clumps or setle par�cles. Use a spatula or mixing s�ck to blend the
pigment into the resin un�l it is uniformly distributed.

3. Test pigments and ra�os: Conduct test samples using different pigment-to-resin ra�os to
determine the desired effect. Start with a small amount of pigment and gradually increase un�l the
desired colour intensity or pearlescent effect is achieved. Keep track of the ra�os used for future
reference.

4. Consider resin transparency: Pearl pigments work best with transparent or translucent epoxy
resin. The transparency allows light to reflect off the pigment par�cles and create the pearlescent
effect. If using opaque resin, consider adding a small amount of translucent resin to enhance the
pearlescent appearance.

5. Layering for depth: To create depth and dimension with pearl pigments, consider layering mul�ple
coats of pigmented resin. Allow each layer to par�ally cure before adding the next. This technique
can enhance the shimmering effect and create a sense of depth within the resin.

6. Experiment with ligh�ng: Ligh�ng plays a crucial role in highligh�ng the pearlescent effect. Test
your resin project under different ligh�ng condi�ons, such as natural daylight or various ar�ficial light
sources, to observe how the pearl pigments interact with light. This will help you determine the
desired appearance and adjust as needed.

7. Use a light background: To maximize the visibility of the pearlescent effect, consider using a light-

coloured or white background for your epoxy resin project. The contrast between the background
and the pearl pigments will enhance the visual impact of the shimmering effect.

8. Apply a clear topcoat: Once the pearl pigments are mixed and applied, consider adding a clear
topcoat to protect the surface and further enhance the pearlescent appearance. A clear topcoat will
provide a smooth and glossy finish while intensifying the reflec�on and depth of the pearl pigments.

Remember to follow the manufacturer's instruc�ons for both the epoxy resin and the pearl 
pigments, as different products may have specific guidelines or recommenda�ons. Conduc�ng small 
test samples and keeping a record of your process will help you refine your technique and achieve 

the desired pearlescent effects in your epoxy resin projects. 
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